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Raman spectroscopy has historically played an important role in the structural characterization of

graphitic materials, in particular providing valuable information about defects, stacking of the

graphene layers and the finite sizes of the crystallites parallel and perpendicular to the hexagonal

axis. Here we review the defect-induced Raman spectra of graphitic materials from both

experimental and theoretical standpoints and we present recent Raman results on nanographites

and graphenes. The disorder-induced D and D0 Raman features, as well as the G0-band (the

overtone of the D-band which is always observed in defect-free samples), are discussed in terms of

the double-resonance (DR) Raman process, involving phonons within the interior of the 1st

Brillouin zone of graphite and defects. In this review, experimental results for the D, D0 and G0

bands obtained with different laser lines, and in samples with different crystallite sizes and

different types of defects are presented and discussed. We also present recent advances that made

possible the development of Raman scattering as a tool for very accurate structural analysis of

nano-graphite, with the establishment of an empirical formula for the in- and out-of-plane

crystalline size and even fancier Raman-based information, such as for the atomic structure at

graphite edges, and the identification of single versus multi-graphene layers. Once established, this

knowledge provides a powerful machinery to understand newer forms of sp2 carbon materials,

such as the recently developed pitch-based graphitic foams. Results for the calculated Raman

intensity of the disorder-induced D-band in graphitic materials as a function of both the

excitation laser energy (Elaser) and the in-plane size (La) of nano-graphites are presented and

compared with experimental results. The status of this research area is assessed, and opportunities

for future work are identified.

1. Introduction

The scientific interest in graphite was recently stimulated by

the report of the massless and relativistic properties of the

conduction electrons in a single graphene layer responsible for

the unusual properties of the quantum Hall effect in this

system.1,2 The study of the fundamental physical properties

of graphite is essential for understanding the properties of new

nanostructured sp2 carbon forms, such as graphenes, full-

erenes and carbon nanotubes.5 The characterization of these

materials is essential, especially from an applications point of

view. Many groups are now making devices using graphene

ribbons with a long length and small width, where edge defects

play an important role. Thus, the investigation of defects and

stacking disorder has now become an important issue for the

future development of graphite-based nanostructures in device

applications.

Raman spectroscopy has historically played an important

role in the structural characterization of graphitic materials,4,5

and has been widely used in the last four decades to char-

acterize graphitic systems, such as pyrolytic graphite, carbon

fibers,4 glassy carbon, nanographite ribbons,6 fullerenes and

carbon nanotubes.3 Basic structural properties, such as in-

plane crystallite size7,8 and out-of-plane stacking order9–11

have been shown to strongly affect the Raman spectra of

graphite. However, quantitative analysis was lacking, basically

due to poor sample quality. When going towards micro- and

nanometer sized graphitic materials, amorphization takes

place, substantially increasing the sp3 carbon sample content,

leading to significant changes in the Raman profiles.12 How-

ever, recent systematic studies have made possible the devel-

opment of Raman scattering as a tool for very accurate

structural analysis of nano-graphite, with the establishment

of an empirical formula for the in- and out-of-plane crystalline

size dependence of the Raman scattering intensity13,14 and

even fancier Raman-based information sensitive to the atomic

structure at graphite edges,15 the anisotropy in the optical
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absorption of graphite ribbons6 and the identification of single

versus multi-graphene layers.16–18 Once established, this fun-

damental knowledge provides powerful machinery to under-

stand newer forms of practical sp2 carbon materials, such as

the recently developed pitch-based graphitic foams, that due to

its mixed two-dimensional/three-dimensional aspect, have a

very high thermal conductivity to weight ratio.19,20

Although measuring Raman spectra from nanostructured

sp2 carbons is not difficult using current technology, to get

detailed information from such spectra requires some back-

ground in the Raman spectra for graphite. The present review

is aimed at helping the user community of graphitic materials

to understand how to characterize their materials by Raman

spectroscopy with particular emphasis given to the spectral

features induced by disorder, e.g., the D-band. In section 2, we

give an overview of the structure and phonons in sp2 carbon-

based materials, some of the different types of common

defects, and the disorder-induced features in the Raman

spectra that are used to probe these defects. In section 3, the

theoretical basis of disorder-induced Raman scattering is

reviewed, and we discuss the double resonance Raman me-

chanism. In section 4, experimental results are presented, with

particular emphasis given to systematic studies of the Raman

spectra associated with specific defects. A method for calcula-

tion of the D-band Raman spectra is then discussed in section

5, including the calculation of the optical matrix elements, the

electron phonon-interaction and the calculated D-band inten-

sities vs. laser energy and crystallite size. In section 6, a

summary and an outlook toward future research opportunities

for this topic are given.

2. Overview

2.1. Structure and phonons in graphite

2.1.1. sp2 covalent bonding. Graphite is a 3-D layered

material formed by stacking single graphene layers of 2-D

graphite. Graphite consist of sp2 carbon hexagonal networks

of carbon atoms with covalent bonding between C atoms

within a plane and a weak van der Waals interaction between

planes. Since the sp2 covalent bond is strong, the melting

temperature of graphite is the highest among materials (more

than 4300 1C),21 and annealing of the crystal usually requires

more than 2300 1C to establish 3-D interlayer AB stacking (the

Bernal structure). Even with high temperature heat treatment,

a truly single crystal of graphite is hardly ever obtained. Thus,

all graphite materials have some defects in practice, and

different types of materials have different types of defects.

Defects give rise to a variety of special practical applications,

such as enhanced mechanical strength, electrical conductivity,

energy storage capacity for battery applications, to mention a

few examples.

2.1.2. Phonon dispersion of graphite. To interpret their

Raman spectra, understanding the phonon dispersion of

graphite is essential. In 2-D graphite, there are two carbon

atoms per unit cell, and thus six phonon dispersion relations

are obtained (see Fig. 1a), in which three of the six phonon

modes are acoustic (A) and the other three are optic (O)

phonon modes. For the three acoustic and three optic phonon

modes, one is an out-of-plane (oT) phonon mode and the

other two are in-plane modes, one longitudinal (L) and the

other one transverse (iTO). As a result, starting from the

highest energy at the G point, the six phonon dispersion curves

are assigned to LO, iTO, oTO, LA, iTA, and oTA phonon

modes. In the case of graphite, the LO and iTO phonon modes

are degenerate at the G point. The phonon mode frequencies

of graphite have been recently observed by inelastic X-ray

scattering,23 as shown in Fig. 1b. Group theory tells us that the

degenerate LO and iTO phonon mode (E2g symmetry) at the G
point is Raman active, while the oTO phonon mode is infrared

active.3,24

The degeneracy of the LO and iTO phonons disappears for

general points inside the first Brillouin zone (BZ) of graphite.

As shown in Fig. 1b, along the G-K line, the LO and iTO

branches will have T3 and T1 symmetries, respectively,

whereas the symmetries of these branches along the G-M line

are S1 and S3, respectively. Exactly at the K-point, the phonon

which comes from the iTO branch is non degenerate and

belongs to the A1
0 irreducible representation of the point

group D3h. The LO and LA phonon branches meet each other

at the K point giving rise to a doubly degenerate phonon, with

E0 symmetry.23,25

Finally, to correctly describe the dispersion of the LO and

TO phonon branches near the G and K points, it is important

to consider the coupling of electrons and phonons22 leading to

an interesting effect known as the Kohn anomaly.26 The Kohn

anomaly is responsible for a softening of selected G and K

point phonons, thus increasing the phonon dispersion near

these points in the BZ. As will be shown later, important

Fig. 1 (a) Calculated phonon dispersion relations of two dimensional graphite.22 LO, iTO, oTO, LA, TA and oTA are phonon modes at the G
point and A01, E

0, A02, and E00 are irreducible representations for phonon modes at the K point. (b) Inelastic X-ray measurements of phonon

dispersion relations of graphite.23
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defect-induced Raman features originate from these phonons

and their properties reflect the Kohn anomaly.

2.2. Defects and their observations

Defects in graphitic materials are important for improving the

performance of carbon-based materials for practical applica-

tions. Because of the high anisotropy of the mechanical

strength or the electrical conductivity between the in-plane

and out-of-plane directions, defects often improve the perfor-

mance of carbon materials. For example, to avoid the slip of

the graphitic plane with respect to its neighbors, orientational

disorder of the graphite planes is useful, and it is essential for

enhancing the average isotropic mechanical strength. We will

discuss below the different kinds of defects that can at present

be characterized by Raman spectroscopy.

2.2.1. Stacking faults. The hexagonal network of graphite

layers is stacked in the direction perpendicular to the layer

plane (c-axis) in an AB stacking arrangement in which the

vacant centers of the hexagons on one layer have carbon

atoms on hexagonal corner sites on the two adjacent graphene

layers. In turbostratic graphite there is no stacking order

between adjacent layers and the interlayer space (40.342 nm)

is larger than that for crystalline graphite (0.335 nm). Redu-

cing the stacking faults is important for reducing the friction

of graphitic materials.

In graphite with AB stacking, the unit cell consists of four

carbon atoms and there are two bonding and two anti-bond-

ing p bands which are split at the G point of the BZ by an

interlayer interaction denoted by g1.
27 In 3D graphite, there is

an energy dispersion along the c direction perpendicular to the

plane, while for a finite number of graphene planes, we have

several 2-D energy bands split by discrete k vectors in the c

direction. If there is incommensurate stacking, the resulting

material can be treated as a 2-D graphite, but in the real case,

we need to consider a more realistic electronic structure.

2.2.2. Crystallite size. Actual graphitic materials are, in

general, poly-crystalline, with a crystallite size that can be

controlled by heat treatment. By increasing the heat treatment

temperature Thtt (in the range 1000–2900 1C) and the duration

time (1–48 h) of the heat treatment of a polymer-derived

precursor, such as polyparaphenylene (PPP)28 or polyacrylo-

nitrile (PAN),29 the crystallite size, mainly the in-plane crystal-

lite size La, increases. Since the electrical resistivity arises in

part from the hopping of carriers between crystallites in the

sample, increases in the crystallite size reduces the resistivity.

Ions are intercalated between two layers to form a graphite

intercalation compound (GIC)30 which is an important mate-

rial for secondary batteries, such as lithium ion batteries.31,32

A large crystallite size is important for obtaining a reprodu-

cible high capacity for such batteries, though the crystallite

size can be reduced after many charge-discharge cycles because

of the relative motion of adjacent graphitic planes. After about

100 charge-discharge cycles, the battery capacity is reduced

significantly unless carbon nanotube additives are used to

maintain dimensional stability.28

2.2.3. Edge states. An edge of a small graphite cluster or a

nanographite sample has revealed some exotic physics related

to edge states. The two basic kinds of edge structures in nano-

graphite are shown in Fig. 2 with the armchair edge along the

x-axis or the zigzag edge along the y-axis. In the unit cell of

graphite, we have two carbon atoms A and B which give rise to

two sublattices. In an armchair edge, there are two distinct

carbon atoms for the two different sublattices. For the zigzag

edge, only carbon atoms on a single sublattice appear. Because

of the lack of symmetry between the A and B sublattices,

localized electronic states appear around the zigzag edge, while

no edge states appear for armchair edges.33 Thus, the energy

dispersion in the direction of the edge is flat for zigzag edges,

and a sharp maximum appears in the density of states at the

Fermi energy, and these effects are widely discussed in the

context of magnetism.34 The observation of the special proper-

ties of selected types of edge states is commonly done using

scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS)35,36 and micro-Raman

spectroscopy.6

2.3. Raman scattering in graphitic materials

2.3.1. The G-band and the disorder-induced D and D0 bands.

Since all graphitic materials are black in color with a similar

density, the characterization of graphitic samples to distin-

guish one from another is important. Before making mechan-

ical tests, conductivity or other electrical measurements, it is

common to carry out standard characterization measurements

on sp2 graphitic materials, which include Raman spectroscopy

along with X-ray, SEM and TEM for structural evaluation.

Raman spectroscopy is a relatively easy, non-destructive, non-

contacting, and quick measurement method to probe the

inelastic scattering of light from a sample surface at room

temperature at ambient pressure.

The most prominent features in the Raman spectra of

graphitic materials (see for example, Fig. 3) are the so-called

G band appearing at 1582 cm�1 (graphite), the D band7,8 at

about 1350 cm�1, the D0-band at about 1620 cm�1 and the G0-

band at about 2700 cm�1 (for these three last bands, the given

Fig. 2 The model of a nanographite ribbon with the armchair edge at

y=�La/2 and zigzag edge along y axis. In the armchair edge, we have

two carbon atoms (solid and open circles) which belong to different

sublattices A and B of graphite. Edge states exist only in the zigzag

edges.33
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Raman frequency is that obtained using the laser excitation

wavelength at 514.5 nm). The G band is a doubly degenerate

(iTO and LO) phonon mode (E2g symmetry) at the BZ center

that is Raman active for sp2 carbon networks. If we see the G

band in the Raman spectra, we can say that the sample

contains sp2 carbon networks. In contrast, sp3 and sp carbon

networks show characteristic Raman features at 1333 cm�1

(diamond37,38) and in the range 1850–2100 cm�1 (linear car-

bon chains39–41), respectively. The D and D0 bands are defect-

induced Raman features, and thus these bands cannot be seen

for a highly crystalline graphite. The integrated intensity ratio

ID/IG for the D band and G band is widely used for character-

izing the defect quantity in graphitic materials.

The disorder-induced character of the D band is clearly

observed in Fig. 4 which shows two confocal Raman images of

a 6 m highly oriented pyrolytic graphite crystallite deposited on

a glass substrate. Fig. 4a shows a Raman image of the

crystallite, plotting the spatial dependence of the G band

intensity. In Fig. 4b the intensity of the disorder-induced D

band is shown. Fig. 4c shows two Raman spectra, one at the

interior of the crystallite, and the other at the edge. It is clear

from Fig. 4a–c that the G band intensity is uniform over the

whole graphite surface, while the D-band intensity is localized

where the crystalline structure is not perfect, mostly at the

edges of the crystallite.

2.3.2. The second-order G0-band. All kinds of graphitic

materials exhibit a strong Raman band which appears in the

range 2500–2800 cm�1 (see Fig. 3) and this feature corre-

sponds to the overtone of the D band. Since this band is

symmetry-allowed and appears in the second-order Raman

spectra of crystalline graphite (without any kind of disorder),

it was originally called the G0 band. Other authors prefer to

call it the 2D or D* band, since it corresponds to the overtone

of the D band. In this article, we will use the conventional

notation (G0-band), considering that it is the second most

intense feature in the Raman spectrum of the completely

ordered 3D graphite, and to avoid confusion between the

designation of this feature and the use of 2D to denote two

dimensionality. The Raman feature at about 2950 cm�1 in Fig.

3 is associated with a D + G combination mode and also is

induced by disorder.

2.3.3. Crystallite size dependence of the D-band. In 1970,

Tuinstra and Koenig7,8 performed systematic Raman and

X-ray diffraction studies of many graphitic samples with

different in-plane crystallite sizes La, and concluded that the

ratio of the D and G band intensities (ID/IG) is inversely

proportional to the in-plane crystallite sizes La, which were

obtained from the width of the X-ray diffraction peaks. After

this pioneering work, the ratio ID/IG was used for many years

to estimate La in disordered carbon materials. Knight and

White43 later summarized the Raman spectra of various

graphitic systems measured using the l = 514.5 nm (Elaser

= 2.41 eV) laser line and derived an empirical expression

which allows the determination of La from the (ID/IG) ratio.
43

A general formula giving La of nano-graphite systems for any

excitation laser energy in the visible range is presented in

Section 4.1.13

2.3.4. Dimensionality dependence of the G0-band. Raman

spectroscopy can be used to quantify the structural parameters

along the c axis, since the G0 band, the second-order of the D

band, is very sensitive to the stacking order of the graphene

sheets along the c axis.9–11 Nemanich and Solin were the first

to show the change from one peak to two peaks in the profile

of the G0 band in the Raman spectra obtained from

Fig. 3 Raman spectrum of a nanographite sample, showing the main

Raman features, the D, G, D0 and G0 bands taken with a laser

excitation energy (wavelength) of 2.41 eV (514.5 nm). The peak with

* comes from the Raman mode of N2 gas (B2330 cm�1) present in the

air surrounding the sample. Other less intense Raman features from

graphite are just not labelled here, but they have been assigned

elsewhere.5

Fig. 4 (a) G band and (b) D band confocal (400 nm resolution) Raman images of a graphite crystallite deposited on a glass substrate. (c) The

Raman spectra obtained in regions 1 and 2 (white circles) depicted in panel (b) are shown. The excitation comes from a HeNe (l = 633 nm) laser.

See ref. 42 for experimental setup description.
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polycrystalline graphite and crystalline graphite, respec-

tively.44,45 Lespade et al.9,10 performed a Raman spectroscopy

study in carbon materials heat treated at different tempera-

tures Thtt and observed that, by increasing Thtt, the G0 band

changes from a one peak to a two peak feature. They

associated this evolution with the degree of graphitization of

the samples and suggested that the origin of the two-peak

structure of the G0 band in crystalline graphite was related to

the stacking order occurring along the c axis. Recently, the

evolution of the G0 band from a single to a few graphene

layers,16–18 and its complete evolution from the 2-D to 3-D

aspect (from one to two peaks) have been quantitatively

systematized,14 as discussed further in section 4.1. Further-

more, Barros et al. have used the G0 band to identify three G0

band peaks due to the coexistence of 2-D and 3-D graphite

phases in pitch-based graphitic foams.20

2.3.5. Dispersive behavior of the D-band and G0-band. The

physical origin of the disorder-induced D-band was initially

discussed in terms of a maximum in the phonon density of

states (PDOS) but, in 1981, Vidano et al.46 showed that the D-

band has a dispersive behavior whereby the D band frequency

oD changes with the energy of the incident laser, Elaser,

revealing that the physical origin of this band could not be

related to a maximum in the PDOS. Vidano et al.46 performed

a systematic investigation of the Raman spectra of different

kinds of carbon materials as a function of Elaser and they

observed that oD upshifts with increasing Elaser in a linear way

over a wide laser energy range, the slope of (DoD/DElaser)

being about 50 cm�1/eV. After this work, the dependence of

oD on Elaser was observed in many different sp2 carbon

materials, including carbon black47 a-C materials,48 pyrolytic

graphites,49 carbon nanotubes,50 disordered graphite51 and in

graphite edges52 and the slope of (DoD/DElaser) was observed

to be almost independent of the material type. It was also

observed in these works that the G0-band, which is the over-

tone of the D-band, also exhibits a dispersive behavior, the

slope of (Do0G/DElaser) being about 100 cm
�1/eV (two times the

slope of the D-band).

A dispersive behavior is observed not only for the D and G0,

but also for the D0 and for many other low intensity features

observed at different frequencies in the Raman spectra of

graphite.53 They are all related to different phonon branches

in the interior of the BZ that are activated in first-order

scattering by defects. Interestingly, these features and their

Elaser dependence can be used to measure the phonon disper-

sion of graphite materials with light scattering.53 In section 3,

we focus our attention on the physical origin of the disorder-

induced bands in graphite and their dispersive behavior.

3. Double resonance Raman processes

The first successful attempt to explain the origin and the

dispersive behavior in the frequency of the D and G0 bands

was presented by Baranov et al.,54 who proposed that the D

and G0 bands in graphite originated from a double resonance

(DR) Raman process. This concept was further developed by

Thomsen and Reich,55 who calculated the scattering cross

section for the double resonance mechanism that gives rise

to the D band. It was also shown in this work55 that the

wavevectors q of the phonons associated with the D band

(measured from the k point) would couple preferentially to the

electronic states with wavevectors k (measured from the K

point) such that q = 2k. Saito et al.53 generalized the concept

of the D-band double resonance mechanism in graphite, and

showed that it can be used to probe all phonon branches of

graphite near the G and K points of the graphite 2-D BZ.

Moreover, it was shown that the D band originated from an

intervalley DR process, involving electronic states around two

inequivalent K points in the BZ of graphite, whereas the D0

band, which appears in the Raman spectrum at around 1620

cm�1, originated from an intravalley DR process involving

electronic states around the same K point.53

Here we summarize the theory of the scattering processes

associated with the D-band, D0-band and the G0-band features

of the Raman spectra. Calculations based on this theory are

reviewed in section 5. In second-order DR (double resonance)

Raman processes for sp2 carbon materials (see Fig. 5b and c),

the electron (1) absorbs a photon at a k state, (2) scatters to

k + q states, (3) scatters back to a k state, and (4) emits a

photon by recombining with a hole at a k state. Therefore,

in a DR Raman process, two resonance conditions for three

Fig. 5 (a) First-order and (b) one-phonon second-order, (c) two-phonon second order resonance Raman spectral processes.5 (top) incident

photon resonance and (bottom) scattered photon resonance conditions. For one-phonon, second-order transitions, one of the two scattering events

is an elastic scattering event (dashed lines). Resonance points are shown as solid circles. See text for details.
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intermediate states should be satisfied, in which the intermedi-

ate k + q state is always a real electronic state and either the

initial or the final k state is a real electronic state.

In the case of the D-band and D0-band, the two scattering

processes consist of one elastic scattering event by defects of

the crystal and one inelastic scattering event by emitting or

absorbing a phonon, as shown in Fig. 5b. In the case of the G0-

band, both processes are inelastic scattering events involving

two phonons. Thus, both (1) one-elastic and one-inelastic

scattering event (Fig. 5b) and (2) two-inelastic scattering

events (Fig. 5c) can be considered as second-order Raman

processes. Hereafter we call the resulting spectral features,

respectively, one-phonon and two-phonon double resonance

Raman bands.56

The electronic structure of 2-D graphite near the Fermi

energy is linear in wave vector k, which is expressed by the

crossed solid lines in Fig. 5.3 The crossing point corresponds to

the Fermi energy located at the K point. When Elaser is

increased, the resonance k vector for the electron moves away

from the K point. In the DR process, the corresponding q

vector for the phonon increases with increasing k, as measured

from the K point. Thus by changing the laser energy, we can

observe the phonon energy �ho(q) along the phonon dispersion

relations (Fig. 1). This effect is observed experimentally as a

dispersion of the phonon energy as a function of Elaser.
56 A

tunable laser system can directly show this dispersive behavior

for the D-band, D0-band and G0-band in the Raman spectrum.

The difference between the DR process for the D and D0

bands is that, for theD-band the k and k+ q states are around

two inequivalent K points (K and K0) at the corners of the

Brillouin zone and this situation corresponds to an inter-valley

DR process. The phonons associated with this process have a

large wavevector, which is in the vicinity of the K point. For

the D0-band, the k and k+ q states are around the same K (or

K’) point. This is an intra-valley process and the associated

phonons have small wavevectors which are in the vicinity of

the G point.53

The initial (or final) k and the intermediate k+ q states exist

on equi-energy contours of the electronic structure. A low

energy equi-energy contour of graphite is a circle around the K

point in the 2D BZ (see Fig. 6) if we neglect the trigonal

warping effect.56a As a result, the possible q states are on

circles which we rotate around G (or the K point). In this case,

the density of states for possible q states becomes singular for

q E 0 and q E 2k.53,57 However, there is only one resonance

peak corresponding to the q E 2k condition, since the peak at

q E 0 is absent (or very weak) because the electron–phonon

coupling for this situation is null at the K point.53

It is important to comment that we here consider only

scattering of electrons by phonons. However, the Raman

process can occur by scattering of holes. In the special case

of graphite, where the valence and conduction bands are

almost symmetrical, this can lead to an important effect that

has not been discussed, that is the triple-resonance process.

For example, by looking at Fig. 5c1, we can consider that,

instead of the electron being scattered back by a phonon with

�q, the hole will be scattered instead. In this case, the electron-

hole generation is a resonant process, both electron and hole

scattering will be resonant, and finally the electron-hole re-

combination at the opposite side with respect to the K point

will also be resonant, leading to a triple-resonance process.

This possibility might explain why the G0-band is as intense as

the allowed first-order G-band in the Raman spectra of

graphitic materials and even more intense than the G band

in single layer graphene.16

4. Experimental results

In this section we review a number of key experiments that

teach us what resonance Raman spectroscopy can tell us about

defects and disorder in sp2 carbon materials.13–15,57

4.1. D-Band in nanographites

The samples of nanographites used in the experiment were

diamond-like carbon (DLC) films heat treated at different

temperatures thus, giving rise to nanographites with different

La values.13 The heat treatment was made using an electrical

furnace setup, at Thtt of 1800, 2000, 2200, 2300, 2400, 2600 and

2700 1C. Before heat treatment, the sp3 and sp2 carbon phases

coexist in the samples, but the sp3 phases completely disappear

for Thtt 4 1600 1C.58 Therefore, the samples used in this work

correspond to aggregates of nanographite crystallites.

Fig. 7a shows STM images of the samples obtained at

different Thtt. The evolution of the crystallite sizes with

increasing Thtt is clearly observed from the STM images.

The grain boundaries are very clear, and the samples show

good structural homogeneity. A high resolution STM analysis

shows that the c axis is always perpendicular to the sample

surface.13 Fig. 7b shows the evolution of the (100) X-ray

diffraction peak obtained using synchrotron radiation, for

the samples heat treated at different Thtt. The crystallite size

La was obtained by evaluating La from the Scherrer relation

La = 1.84l/bcosy, where l is the synchrotron radiation

wavelength (0.120 nm), y is the position of the (100) peak,

and b is the half-height width of the (100) peak of graphite in

2y(rad) units.13 The mean crystallite sizes obtained by X-ray

diffraction are in good agreement with the La values obtained

directly from the STM images (La = 20, 35, 65, 150, 190, 340,

Fig. 6 In this inelastic scattering process, the initial (or final) k and

the intermediate k + q states exist on equi-energy contours of the

electronic structure. The possible q states are on circles which we rotate

around the K point.53,57 Here we neglect the trigonal warping effect.
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and 490 nm for the samples heat treated at Thtt = 1800, 2000,

2200, 2000, 2300, 2400, 2600, and 2700 1C, respectively).13

Raman scattering experiments were performed at room

temperature using a triple monochromator micro-Raman

spectrometer (DILOR XY) for the following laser energies

(wavelengths): krypton 1.92 eV (647 nm) and 2.18 eV (568

nm), and argon 2.41 eV (514.5 nm), 2.54 eV (488 nm) and 2.71

eV (457.9 nm). The laser power density was always less than

105 W cm�2 Fig. 8a shows the Raman spectra of the D, G and

D0 bands for the Thtt = 2000 1C sample for five different Elaser

(1.92, 2.18, 2.41, 2.54, and 2.71 eV), noting that the ratio

(ID/IG) is strongly dependent on Elaser. Therefore, it is clear

that the empirical formula proposed by Knight and White43

for the determination of La from the ID/IG ratio must be

generalized for other Elaser values. Fig. 8b shows the Raman

spectra using Elaser = 1.92 eV for samples with different Thtt

values, giving rise to samples with different crystallite sizes La.

It is important to notice the small linewidths (gD) observed
for the disorder-induced bands shown in Fig. 8, even for

samples with crystallite sizes as small as La = 20 nm (see

linewidths for spectra at ref. 7 and 8 for comparison). These

small gD are due to the well-defined boundaries of the crystal-

lites and their narrow size distribution, as can be observed in

the STM images in Fig. 7a. It was even possible to obtain STM

images with atomic resolution on the surface of the samples

heat treated up to 2200 1C, indicating the high crystallinity

degree of the crystallites.

Fig. 9 shows the laser energy dependence of the frequency of

the D, D0 and G0 bands.46 The slope associated with the

G0-band is about 100 cm�1/eV and is two times the slope of

the D-band (50 cm�1/eV). The D0 band also exhibits a weak

dispersive behavior, the slope being about 10 cm�1/eV.

Fig. 10a shows a plot of (ID/IG) vs. 1/La for all samples and

using five different Elaser values. Notice that ID/IG for a given

sample is strongly dependent on Elaser. However, as illustrated

in Fig. 10b, all curves shown in part (a) collapse on to the same

curve in the (ID/IG)E
4
laser versus 1/La plot. This result shows

that, for the nanographite sample shown in Fig. 8, the ratio ID/

IG is inversely proportional to the fourth power of Elaser, and a

general equation for the determination of the crystallite size La

using any laser line in the visible range can be written as:13

LaðnmÞ ¼
560

E4
laser

ID

IG

� ��1
; ð1Þ

where Elaser is the excitation laser energy in eV used in the

Raman experiment. Considering the laser line wavelength

(llaser) in nm units, eqn (1) can be rewritten as:

LaðnmÞ ¼ ð2:4� 10�10Þl4laser
ID

IG

� ��1
: ð2Þ

These systematic studies will be useful for the characterization

of the next generation of graphene samples with one, two and

more layers in evaluating La and in exploring the boundary

scattering defects in their samples.

4.2. The D-band from edge defects

The edges of a nanographite sample also can be considered as

defects and can contribute to the D-band spectra. Of

Fig. 7 (a) STM images of the sample heat treated at different

temperatures. All images are shown in the same scale (1 mm �
1 mm). (b) X-Ray diffraction profile of the (100) peak for samples

heat treated at different temperatures.13

Fig. 8 The first order Raman spectra of (a) the sample heat treated at

2000 1C, for five different laser energy values (1.92, 2.18, 2.41, 2.54,

and 2.71 eV) (b) samples with different crystallite sizes using 1.92 eV

laser excitation energy.13

Fig. 9 Laser energy dependence of the frequency of the D, D0 (Fig. 8)

and G0 bands.46
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particular interest is the study of the contrasting Raman

spectra obtained from an armchair edge and from a zigzag

edge of a nanographite sample.

Fig. 11 shows three back-scattering Raman spectra obtained

at different regions of a highly oriented pyrolytic graphite

(HOPG) sample. The inset to Fig. 11 shows an optical image

of the sample. Regions 1 and 2 are at HOPG edges, while

region 3 is on the flat HOPG surface. Spectra and were

obtained with the incident light polarization parallel to the

respective edge direction. The G band, centered at 1580 cm�1

is present in all spectra with the same intensity. The disorder-

induced D and D0 bands are observed in spectra 1 and 2, but

not in spectrum 3. This result shows that the edge behaves as a

defect necessary for momentum conservation in the double

resonance Raman process. However, the most striking result

shown in Fig. 11 is the fact that the D band is about four times

less intense in spectrum 2 as compared to spectrum 1, whereas

the D0 band intensity remains almost constant in both spectra.

The different intensities observed for the D band in spectra 1

and 2 indicate an intrinsic structural property of the scattering

process for graphite edges.

To structurally characterize the sample, scanning probe

microscopy measurements were performed. Fig. 12a shows

an AFM image of the step on the HOPG substrate where the

Raman measurements in Fig. 11 were performed. The step

height is about 230 nm. Fig. 12b shows another AFM image of

the edge 2 and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) mea-

surements were performed in the region marked by the white X

in Fig. 12b. The raw STM data (Fig. 12c) exhibit atomic

spacing resolution, allowing a structural analysis of the edges

to be made: Fig. 12d shows an FFT-filtered zoom image of the

region marked by a white square in Fig. 12c. There are two

inequivalent atoms in the graphite unit cell, A and B, and STM

measurements performed in the basal plane of graphite are

normally able to distinguish one of them (B atoms),59 which

corresponds to the dark regions in Fig. 12d. The positions of

the A atoms are also indicated by small black squares in Fig.

12d. A zigzag line connects A and B neighbor atoms and,

following the white dashed line in Fig. 12b, c and d, it can be

concluded that edge 2 has a zigzag structure. Therefore, edge 1

must have an armchair structure since, as shown in Fig. 11 and

12a, edges 1 and 2 form an angle of 1501 with respect to each

other [see Fig. 12a].

Fig. 10 (a) The intensity ratio ID/IG versus 1/La using five different laser excitation energies is plotted. (b) All curves shown in part (a) collapse on

the same curve in the (ID/IG)EL
4 versus 1/La plot where EL = Elaser.

13

Fig. 11 Raman spectra obtained in three different regions of the

HOPG sample. The spectra were taken at room temperature. The laser

power density on the sample was 3 � 105 W cm�2 and the laser energy

was 1.96 eV. The inset shows an optical image of the step and the

regions where spectra 1, 2, and 3 were taken (open circles). Spectra 1

and 2 were obtained with the incident light polarization parallel to the

respective edge direction.15

Fig. 12 (a) AFM image of the step on the HOPG substrate where the

Raman spectra shown in Fig. 1 were taken. (b) AFM image of edge 2.

(c) Atomic resolution STM image of the region marked by the white X

in part (b). The STM measurements were performed under ambient

conditions in the constant-height mode. (d) Fast Fourier transform

(FFT) filtered image from the region marked by a white square in part

(c). Edge 1 is an armchair edge which gives a strong D-band

intensity.15
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The most common case of disorder-induced bands in the

Raman spectra of graphite-related materials occurs in samples

formed by aggregates of small crystallites. In this case, the

crystallite borders (grain boundaries) form defects in the real

space. Since the crystallites have different sizes and their

boundaries are randomly oriented, the defect wavevectors

exhibit all possible directions and values. Therefore, the

existence of a defect with momentum exactly opposite to the

phonon momentum is always possible, giving rise to double

resonance processes. However, in the case of edges, theD band

intensity is anisotropic because the double resonance process

cannot always occur for any arbitrary pair of points. Since, the

edge defect in real space is well localized in the direction

perpendicular to the edge, it is completely delocalized in this

direction in reciprocal space and, therefore, the wavevector of

such a defect assumes all possible values perpendicular to the

step edge. Hence, the defect associated with a step edge has a

1D character and it is only able to transfer momentum in the

direction perpendicular to the edge.

Fig. 13 shows the structure of the two kinds of edges shown

in Fig. 11 and the first BZ of 2-D graphite oriented according

to the real space lattice. The bold lines show the edge struc-

tures, armchair for edge 1 and zigzag for edge 2. The wave-

vectors of the defects associated with these edges are

represented by ~da for armchair and ~dz for the zigzag edge.

Note that only the armchair ~da vector is able to connect points

belonging to equi-energy contours centered at two inequiva-

lent K and K0 points in Fig. 13. The size of the equi-energy

contours around the K0 and K points are not large enough to

allow the connection of any ~k0 and ~k states by a zigzag ~dz
vector in a Raman experiment performed with visible light.57

Therefore, the inter-valley double resonance process asso-

ciated with this defect cannot occur for a perfect zigzag edge.

The mechanism depicted in Fig. 13 can thus explain the

results shown in Fig. 11. TheD band is much less intense in the

spectra obtained in edge 2, which has a zigzag structure. On

the other hand, theD0 band, around 1620 cm�1, arises from an

intra-valley process, which connects points belonging to the

same equi-energy contour around the K (or K0) point. In this

case, momentum conservation can be satisfied by both ~da and

~dz vectors and, therefore, the observation of the D0 band must

be independent of the edge structure. This conclusion is

confirmed by the experimental result shown in Fig. 11, where

the D0 band has the same intensity in both spectra 1 and 2,

with armchair and zigzag structures, respectively.

These edges (see Fig. 11) can be distinguished spectrosco-

pically by measuring the intensity of a disorder-induced

Raman D-band.15 The D-band appears as a consequence of

a double resonance (DR) Raman process53–55 which involves

the scattering of the electron by one phonon and one defect

(see section 3 and section 4.4). In order to have momentum

conservation, the momenta of the phonon and the defect must

have approximately the same value but with opposite direc-

tions. The 1-D defect, perpendicular to the edge, selects the

direction of the electron and phonon associated with the

disorder-induced Raman process, and causes a dependence

of the Raman D band intensity on the atomic structure of the

edge (strong for armchair and weak for the zigzag edge). The

influence of the defect structure on the Raman spectra of

graphite-like systems may be very useful to characterize

defects in nanographite-based devices, such as nanographene

sheets2 that present a great potential for both basic physics

and application in nanoelectronics.

4.3. Stokes and anti-Stokes spectra of theD-band and G0-band

The study of the Stokes and anti-Stokes spectra for the D and

G0 bands is important for a deep exploration of the complexity

of the double resonance process in graphite related materials.

This rich phenomenon is responsible, for example, for the

Raman based signature of 2-D vs. 3-D graphite systems. Fig.

14 shows the Stokes and anti-Stokes spectra of theD-band and

G0-band for disordered turbostratic graphite for which there is

no stacking order between adjacent graphene planes. In order

to compare these two spectral features, the D-band is plotted

on a doubly expanded horizontal axis. An interesting experi-

mental result observed in Fig. 14 concerning the D band is the

fact that its position is not exactly the same in the Stokes (S)

and anti-Stokes (AS) spectra (oD is smaller in the Stokes

spectrum).57,60 Moreover, the frequency of the overtone G0-

band is not twice theD-band frequency, with oG0 being smaller

than 2oD in the S spectrum and greater than 2oD in the AS

spectrum.57,60

The left part of Fig. 15 shows the four possible double

resonance (DR) mechanisms associated with the D band in the

Stokes process. For the first process, depicted in the upper part

of Fig. 15 [process (a)], an electron with momentum near the K

point is resonantly excited from the p to the p* band by an

incident photon. The electron is then inelastically scattered, by

the emission of a phonon with momentum �hq, to a point near

the K0 point in the p* band. This is a resonant process since it

connects two real electronic states. The electron is scattered

back by a defect, and in this case the back-scattering is elastic

and non-resonant. Finally the electron-hole recombination

gives rise to a scattered photon with energy Elaser�Ephonon,

which is not resonant with the p*�p transition.

In the second process depicted in Fig. 15 [process (b)], the

scattering from a point around K to a point around K0 is

elastic and occurs before the inelastic back-scattering,

Fig. 13 Schematic illustration of the atomic structure of the armchair

and zig-zag edges and first BZ of 2-D graphite, showing the double

resonance mechanism for an armchair graphite edge. In contrast to

Fig. 6, here the trigonal warping has been considered.
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associated with the emission of the phonon. In processes (c)

and (d) in Fig. 15, the incident photon is not in resonance with

the p�p* transition, and the resonance occurs only for the

scattered photon in the electron-hole recombination. In this

case, the electron-hole pair must have a different momentum

compared to processes (a) and (b). In process (c), the inelastic

scattering of the electron occurs before the elastic back-

scattering, whereas in process (d) the elastic scattering occurs

before the inelastic scattering process.

There are also four possible mechanisms associated with the

anti-Stokes scattering, represented by processes (a), (b), (c)

and (d) in the right part of Fig. 15, which are equivalent to the

Stokes processes (a), (b), (c) and (d), in the left part of Fig. 15,

respectively. The only difference in this case is that the inelastic

scattering, connecting points around the K and K0 points, is

due to the absorption of a phonon with wavevector q. There-

fore, there is an increase of Ephonon = �hoq in the energy of the

electron in the inelastic scattering process.

The double resonance processes associated with the D-band

connect points in the circles around K and K0, as shown in Fig.

6. Process (a) in Fig. 15 connects points on the circles around

K and K0 with different radii.57 Process (b) in Fig. 15 connects

points along the two circles with the same radii around K and

K0. For processes (c) and (d) in Fig. 15, the resonance occurs

for the scattered photon. The radii of all circles around K and

K0 for all possible processes are also given in Fig. 15.

The double resonance mechanism is satisfied by any phonon

whose wavevector connects two points in the circles around K

and K0. Fig. 6 shows one of the possible DR mechanisms

[process (a) in Fig. 15]. If the vector q is measured from the G
(center) point in the BZ, its end is close to the K00 point in Fig.

6, which is equivalent to the K point by symmetry. As shown in

Fig. 6, the set of all possible phonon q vectors connecting any

points in the circles around K and K0, measured from the G
point, have ends in the area between the two circles around K00.

The radii of the inner and outer circles around K00 correspond

to the modulus of the difference and the sum of the radii of the

two circles around K and K0.

There is a high density of phonon wavevectors q satisfying

the DR mechanism for which the end of the wavevectors

measured from the G point are in the inner and outer circles

around K00. The phonons associated with the singularities in

the density of q vectors are expected to make a significant

contribution to the DR Raman spectra. Notice that the radius

of the inner circle around K00 does not depend on the laser

energy. However, the associated DR phonon singularity

Fig. 14 Stokes and anti-Stokes spectra of the D-band and G0-band

for disordered turbostratic graphite. In order to compare the D-band

and G0-band spectra, the D-band spectra are plotted on a doubly

expanded horizontal axis. Three Lorentzian functions D1, D2, D3, are

used for fitting the Stokes and anti-Stokes D-band spectra in which D1

is common with the Stokes G0-band, D3 is common with the anti-

Stokes G0-band, and D2 is common with both the Stokes and anti-

Stokes D-band spectra.53,57

Fig. 15 Intervalley, double resonance scattering processes for (1) Stokes and (2) anti-Stokes processes.53,57
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doesn’t give rise to a Raman band since the electron–phonon

coupling is very small in this case.

The singularity associated with the outer circle gives rise to

the D-band. Considering all possible S and AS processes, we

conclude that the D-band is composed of two peaks D1 and D2

in the S spectrum, and two peaks D2 and D3 for the AS

spectrum. The D2 peak is expected to appear in both the S and

AS spectra. The double resonance mechanism of the second-

order G0-band involves two phonons, instead of one phonon

and one defect. In this case, only processes (a) and (c) in Fig.

15 are possible, since the resonant scattering from a circle

around K to a circle around K0 is always associated with the

emission (or absorption) of a phonon. Therefore, we must

expect a single peak for the G0-band, centered at 2 oD1 and

2oD3 in the Stokes and anti-Stokes spectra, respectively.

It is interesting to observe that the D1 peak is associated

with processes (a) and (c) in Fig. 15, whereas D2 is associated

with processes (b) and (d). Therefore, we conclude that the two

peaks in the S and AS D-band are not related to resonances

with the incident and scattered photons, but rather are asso-

ciated with the scattering from a point around K to a point

around K0, by a phonon [processes (a) and (c)] or by a defect

[processes (b) and (d)].57 Thus, the D-band (one-phonon DR)

can be fit by two Lorentzians, while the G0-band (two-phonon

DR) is fit by just one Lorentzian,57 since no defect scattering

event is needed in this case (see Fig. 5c1 and c2). Finally, this

rich phenomenon is responsible for the different Raman

spectra between 2-D and 3-D graphite, and can be used even

for differentiating between one, two or a few graphene layers

in a sample, as discussed below.

4.4. Measuring stacking order by Raman spectroscopy

In the next wave of two or more layer graphene sample

preparation, samples will likely be prepared with some turbos-

tratic stacking, in contrast with the early samples used in the

graphene studies that were based on HOPG.16–18 Whereas

HOPG has very few AB stacking faults, it is likely that the

next generation of samples containing larger areas of graphene

layer stacks will have more stacking faults or will even lack

interlayer AB alignment. To characterize such samples for

their appropriateness for specific studies of the electronic,

phonon or magnetic properties, systematic Raman character-

ization will be needed to evaluate bilayer and multilayer

graphene samples for their AB stacking faults. STM measure-

ments that distinguish between 3-fold and 6-fold symmetry

provides an alternate method for evaluating the amount of

stacking faults in graphite or bilayer and multilayer graphene

samples.61 For the stacking order structure, there are two

limits that are of particular importance. One is the difference

between one and two graphene layers, and the other is the

evolution from turbostratic (2-D) to highly oriented pyrolytic

(3-D) graphite. When moving from one to two graphene

layers, the unit cell change from a two atom to a four atom

unit cell. This generates a splitting of almost all the electronic

and phonon bands. The splitting of the electronic bands is

measurable, thus leading to a change in the G0 band from a

one to four peak structure,16–18 as pointed out in the previous

section.

In a turbostratic graphite there is no stacking order between

adjacent layers and the interlayer separation (40.342 nm) is

larger than that for crystalline graphite (0.335 nm). The

absence of stacking order between the graphene planes results

in a very weak interaction between adjacent planes so that

turbostratic graphite can be considered to be 2-D graphite to a

first approximation. The very recent development of experi-

mental methods which allow the formation of graphite sam-

ples with a small and controlled number of graphene sheets

(1, 2 or more), has increased the capability of Raman

spectroscopy to characterize interesting graphitic materials

and to distinguish between such materials from one another.

It was shown by different groups16–17 that the shape of the

G0-band is strongly dependent on the number of graphene

layers in the sample, thus showing that it is possible to

differentiate by Raman spectroscopy the number of graphene

layers in a sample with a small number of sheets (1, 2 or more).

The G0-band for just one graphene sheet is composed of a

single Lorentzian peak with FWHM = 30 cm�1 but four

Lorentzian peaks are needed to fit the G0-band for a sample

with two graphene layers with AB interlayer stacking.16,17

With an increasing number of graphene layers, the shape of

the G0-band tends to that of a 3-D graphite, for which the

lineshape can be fit by two Lorentzian peaks.16,17 The

systematic study of AB stacking disorder relates to defects

expected to occur in graphene samples that are now

being prepared for scientific studies and potential practical

applications.

Fig. 16 shows the G0 band spectra obtained using the

514.5 nm wavelength 2.41 eV laser excitation from disordered

sp2 carbon films with thicknesses of several microns, heat

treated at different Thtt. The Raman spectrum of the sample

heat treated at 2200 1C (bottom part) can be fit using only one

single peak centered at 2707 cm�1, called here G02D. This is the

typical profile of the G0 band in Raman spectra of turbostratic

graphite samples, where there is no stacking order along the c

axis. The FWHM of this band is about 42 cm�1, which is just a

Fig. 16 G0 band Raman spectra of samples heat treated to various

temperatures Thtt, performed using Elaser = 2.41 eV (514.5 nm). The

G0 band changes from one peak to two peaks with increasing Thtt.
14
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little larger than the FWHM of a single graphene layer

(30 cm�1).16,17 The similarity of the Raman G0-band spectrum

of a turbostratic graphite to that of a single graphene sheet

provides direct experimental evidence that a turbostratic

graphite can be considered as a 2-D graphite.

At the top of Fig. 16, the spectrum of the sample heat

treated at 27001C shows a two peaks shape, which is a typical

profile for the G0 band in 3-D graphite. Notice that this G0

band can be fit using two Lorentzians (G03DA and G03DB)

centered at 2687 cm�1 and 2727 cm�1, respectively. The Ra-

man spectra of the samples heat treated at intermediate

temperature values (2300 1C, and 2500 1C) show the evolution

from one single peak to two peaks. Three Lorentzian peaks are

needed to fit the Raman spectra of these samples, which are in

the intermediate situation between 2-D and 3-D graphite. The

relative intensity (integrated area) of the G03DA and G03DB peaks

(IG03DA
and IG03DB, respectively) increases while the relative

intensity of the G02D peak (IG02D) decreases with increasing heat

treatment temperature. Furthermore, for all spectra depicted

in Fig. 16, the intensity ratio of the peaks G3DA
0 and G3DB

0 is

constant, being IG03DB
/IG03DA

B 2. The changes in the G0 band

shape, from one peak (one graphene layer) to two peaks (many

graphene layers) reveals different degrees of stacking order

along the c direction.

This one vs. two peak lineshape in the G0 feature has been

used recently to understand the structure of the recently

developed pitch-based graphitic foams.20 Raman spectroscopy

studies were performed on the different regions of the graphitic

foam, yielding important information on the structural prop-

erties of the graphitic foams, as well as on the physical

properties of graphite. The graphitic foam was found to be

composed of two intermixed graphitic structures, one with

stacked planes and one with a turbostratic structure. This

special structure allowed for a simultaneous study of the

properties of 2-D and 3-D graphitic structures. The dispersion

DoG0/DElaser of the G
0-band was found to be different for 2-D

and 3-D graphite. The intensity of the D-band Raman feature

was used to probe the density of defects in the structure,

leading to the conclusion that the structural defects are mainly

localized at the 2-D structures.20

5. Theoretical results

5.1. Raman intensity formula

The Raman intensity I(o,Elaser) of the D-band, which is due to

a double resonance scattering process, is given by:5

Iðo;ElaserÞ ¼
X
j

X
a;b;c;oph

Mopðk; jcÞMelasticð�q; cbÞMepðq; baÞMopðk; ajÞ
DEajðDEbj � �hophÞðDEaj � �hophÞ

������
������
2

;

ð3Þ

where DEaj = Elaser–(Ea–Ej)–ig, and g denotes the broadening
factor, taken to be g = 0.06 eV.5 Here j,a,b and c denote the

initial state, the excited state, the first scattered state of an

electron by a phonon and the second scattered state of an

electron by a defect, respectively. Mop,Mep andMelastic denote

the electron–photon, electron–phonon and elastic scattering

matrix elements, respectively. As we see in Fig. 5, the process

for which elastic scattering occurs first is also possible. For a

given initial and final state, all intermediate states are added

before taking the square. Thus in some cases, the two pro-

cesses interfere with each other to give either an enhanced or

reduced intensity.62,63

5.2. Elastic scattering

The elastic electron scattering at the armchair edges from

electron state k to k0 is expressed by the matrix element

M
k
0
k
¼ hCcðk 0 ÞjVjCcðkÞi; ð4Þ

in which Cc(k) is the conduction-band wavefunction of two-

dimensional (2-D) graphite at wavevector k and V is the

potential term of the Hamiltonian. C(k) is expanded by the

Bloch wavefunction Fs,

Ccðk; rÞ ¼
X
s¼A;B

Cc
s ðkÞFsðk; rÞ; ð5Þ

and Fs is expressed by the atomic wavefunction, f(R–Rs):

Fsðk; rÞ ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nu

p
X
Rs

eikRsfðr� RsÞ; ð6Þ

in which Nu, C(k), Rs are, respectively, the number of graphite

unit cells in the crystal, the wave function coefficient and the

coordinate of the A or B atom of the s-th unit cell in the crystal

and appearing in the atomic orbital. In the absence of a defect,

F(k) is an eigenfunction of 2-D graphite. When we substitute

eqn (5) into eqn (4), we get

M
k
0
k
¼ 1

Nu

X
s;s
0
C�

s
0 ðk

0 ÞCsðkÞ
X
R;R

s
0

� expð�ik 0Rs
0 þ ikRsÞhfðRs

0 ÞjV jfðRsÞi:

ð7Þ

Here we consider only interactions between nearest-neighbor

carbon atom sites:

hfðRsÞjV jfðRs0 Þi ¼
g0 s; s0ðnearest neighborÞ
0 otherwise

�
ð8Þ

For a k vector around the K point, we have two possibilities,

that is, an intravalley or intervalley scattering process. The

D-band corresponds to intervalley scattering. Here we only

consider the scattering at the armchair edge as is discussed in

Fig. 13.6,15 After some calculation,64 the intervalley matrix

elements Mk0k are given by

M
k
0
k
¼ � ag0

2LawðkÞ
dðkx; k

0
xÞ 2w2ðkÞ cos

ðk 0y � kyÞLa

2

( )"

� exp �i
ffiffiffi
3
p

kxa

2

 !
þ 2 cos

kya

2

� �( )
cos

kya

2
�
ðk 0y � kyÞLa

2

( )

� exp i

ffiffiffi
3
p

k
0
xa

2

 !
þ 2 cos

k
0
ya

2

 !( )
cos

k
0
ya

2
þ
ðk 0y � kyÞLa

2

( )#
;

ð9Þ
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where d(kx,kx0) is a delta-function due to momentum conser-

vation, and f(k) and w(k) are given by3

f ðkÞ ¼
X3
i¼1

fiðkÞ ¼
X3
i¼1

eik�bi ; ð10Þ

wðkÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jf ðkÞj2

q
: ð11Þ

The momentum conservation kx = kx
0 in eqn (9) for an

armchair edge is also valid at a zigzag edge, as discussed in

section 4.2 and ref. 15. This momentum conservation indicates

that the allowed elastic scattering q vector must be perpendi-

cular to the kx axis. In the case of the zigzag edge, the

intervalley scattering q vector should connect K to K (or K0

to K0).6 Thus, intervalley scattering can not occur at the zigzag

edge. On the other hand, at the armchair edge, both intraval-

ley and intervalley scattering can occur,15 as shown in Fig. 13.

The scattering of an electron at the edge may modify the

electronic structure around the edge. This effect is understood

by considering multi-scattering processes or the T-matrix for a

scattering problem.65,66 Eqn (4) is the first approximation to

the scattering process. The application of the T-matrix for the

elastic scattering matrix element remains for future work.

The theoretical developments in this section can now be

applied to calculating Raman spectral features associated with

double resonance processes.

5.3. Optical matrix elements and electron–phonon matrix

elements

The other matrix elements that are needed for the Raman

spectra calculation such as optical matrix elements for absorp-

tion and emission, and electron–phonon interaction, are the

same ones that were used to calculate the Raman intensity for

the first-order Raman spectra.62 For the case of 2-D and 3-D

graphite, sigma bonds can be ignored, and we then only

consider the electron–phonon interaction for p-electrons.62

For calculating the lattice vibration amplitude, the number

of phonons for the various energies can be calculated by using

the Bose–Einstein distribution function for phonon emission

and absorption (b = 1/kBT) with T = 300 K for room

temperature spectra.

The electronic structure calculation is based on the extended

tight binding (ETB) method67 and the phonon energy disper-

sion is calculated by a molecular dynamics calculation in

which we adopt Dubay’s force constants68 up to the twentieth

nearest neighbors. The calculated phonon dispersion curves

(Fig. 1a) thus obtained reproduce well the phonon dispersion

curves for graphite obtained by inelastic X-ray measure-

ments.23 Further we assume that the iTO phonon branch

around the K point is approximated by the linear function64

�hoq = 1250�h + 973q cm�1 which is discussed in terms of

Kohn-anomalies by Piscanec et al.26 This approximation for

the experimental results is important to reproduce the width

and the dispersion of the observed spectral features of the

D-band in graphite.

5.4. Calculated results

To calculate the dependence of the D-band intensity on the

crystallite size La, a nanographite ribbon with width La (see

Fig. 2) is considered and the D-band intensity is explicitly

calculated for a nanographite ribbon with an armchair edge.15

The nanographite ribbon has a one-dimensional (1-D) struc-

ture with an armchair edge at y = �La/2 and a zigzag edge at

x = �La/2 as shown in Fig. 2. In a nanographite ribbon, we

have both zigzag and armchair edges,33 but the zigzag edge

does not contribute to the elastic scattering from the K to K0

points in the BZ, as shown in Fig. 13. Therefore a simple

model with the armchair edge is used in which the elastic

scattering at the edge is expressed by the width of the

nanographite ribbon La. In a real disordered graphite sample,

we expect defects, other than edge defects, such as vacancy,

dopant, impurity, strain etc. The present model is, however,

useful for getting an analytic expression for the elastic

scattering.

In Fig. 17 we show the calculated spectral D-band Raman

intensity for the three different laser energies of 1.90 eV (solid),

2.30 eV (dashed) and 2.70 eV (dotted lines).64 The D-band

peaks in the 1350–1400 cm�1 range come from the iTO

phonon dispersion branch which has A1 symmetry at the K

point. The slope of the D-band frequency vs. Elaser from the

results of Fig. 17 is DoG/DElaser = 50 cm�1/eV, which

reproduces the experimental value69 very well (see inset of

Fig. 17). Note that the calculated D-band feature in Fig. 17 is

asymmetric, in contrast with the symmetric shape of the

experimentally observed D-band (see Fig. 8). Further theore-

tical work is needed to explain the observed shape of the

D-band.

Fig. 18 shows the calculated64 dependence of the ID/IG ratio

on (a) Elaser and (b) La (dashed lines). Here we are neglecting

the IG dependence on either Elaser or La (IG is selected to be a

constant, fitted to the ID/IG value for La = 57 nm and Elaser =

2.41 eV). Square points in Fig. 18 denote the experimental

data13 shown for comparison. The results of Fig. 18 show that

the Elaser dependence of ID/IG is in good agreement with the

experimental results, while the La dependence shows a dis-

crepancy between experiment and theory, the experimental

Fig. 17 The calculated Raman spectra of the D-band for Elaser =

1.90 eV (solid line), 2.30 eV (dashed line), 2.70 eV (dotted line).64 The

inset shows a comparison of oD vs. Elaser between various

works.49,51,64,69,70
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results being proportional to L�1a , while the calculated results

give ID/IG proportional to L�2a . In order to see this depen-

dence, we show in Fig. 19 a log–log plot of the calculated

results of the ID/IG ratio dependence on: (a) Elaser and (b) La

and (c) L�2a E4
laser. The reason for ID/IG p L�1a in the calcula-

tions is due to the normalization factor L�2a in eqn (9). The

weak La dependence in the experiments might come from: (1)

another origin of defects or (2) an La dependence on the

resonance width g which will be clarified in future experiments.

In fact, when we take g � C=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
La

p
(where C is a constant), then

we can reproduce the experimental results (dotted line in Fig.

18b) for the case of an elastic scattering process. The justifica-

tion for g � C=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
La

p
comes from the fact that (1) carriers move

diffusively so that La B Dtd
2, where D is the diffusion constant

and td is the diffusion time, and (2) from these results we can

write g � �h=t �
ffiffiffiffi
D
p

=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
La

p
.

6. Conclusions and outlook for defect

characterization in graphene and nanographite by

Raman spectroscopy

In summary, we have presented an overview of the Raman

spectra associated with defects in sp2 graphitic materials from

both experimental and theoretical standpoints. The disorder-

induced D and D0 Raman features, as well as the G0-band (the

overtone of the D-band which is always observed in defect-free

samples), are discussed in terms of the double-resonance (DR)

Raman process, involving both phonons within the interior of

the 1st Brillouin zone of graphite and defects. Recent advances

that made possible the development of a general empirical

formula for the determination of in-plane crystalline sizes

using any excitation laser energy are discussed. Results of

the disorder-induced bands on both armchair and zig-zag

edges show that the intensity of the D-band is higher at the

armchair edges, showing that Raman spectra can provide

information about the atomic structure at graphite edges.

We briefly discuss recent Raman studies in graphene samples

with one or a few layers, showing that Raman spectra can also

be used to distinguish between single and multi-graphene

layers.

Regarding theory, the D-band intensity has been studied

systematically for nanographite materials with different laser

excitation energies and crystalline sizes. Using the elastic

scattering matrix element that is developed for armchair edges,

the excitation energy dependence of the D-band intensity is

reproduced by the double resonance Raman scattering ap-

proach. On the other hand, there is a discrepancy between

theory and experiment regarding the La dependence of the

Raman intensity. We further need to investigate the origin of

the La dependence of ID/IG from both an experimental and

theoretical standpoint.

Systematic studies of the disorder-induced Raman spectra

for different types of defects and for different numbers of

graphene layers is important to provide a framework for the

possible future use of Raman spectroscopy to distinguish one

type of defect from another. Near field Raman spectroscopy,

with higher spatial resolution than micro Raman spectro-

scopy, must be used to give information of the defect directly

which will complement the information provided by micro

Raman spectroscopy. Combination of Raman spectroscopy

with TEM, STS and STM should be developed in the near

future and will be powerful tools for defect characterization.

Dynamic defect studies in the time domain should also yield

valuable information. Regarding theory, we should consider in

the future multi-scattering processes which modify the electro-

nic density around a defect. The general formulation of elastic

scattering matrix elements for different types of defects is

another promising direction for future studies. Similar to the

case of carbon nanotubes, where exciton effects are very

important at room temperature, the disorder-induced features

in nanographites should be considered within the excitonic

picture and this approach may be significant for graphene

samples with one and few layers.
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Fig. 18 (a) The laser energy dependence of ID/IG at La = 57 nm. (b)

The crystallite size dependence of ID/IG at Elaser = 2.41 eV. The square

points and dashed lines are, respectively, experimental and calculated

results. The dotted line in (b) is a calculated result with additional

dependence of g on La (see text in section 5.4).

Fig. 19 Log–log plots of the calculated dependence of the ratio ID/IG
on: (a) Elaser, (b) the crystallite size La, and (c) the product L�2a E�4laser to

give a universal curve. Open circles denote calculated values.
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